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Suppose we have an operator T that maps a set of orthogonal polynomials 
{%‘,,(x)},“_, to another set of orthogonal polynomials. We show how such a 
mapping can be used to derive connection relations as well as bilinear formulas 
for the pm-images {P&)}~& . This method is carried out in detail for the 
Jacobi, Laguerre, and Hahn polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
We shall use the notation (u)~ for the ascending factorials 
(4?l = 1, n = 0, 
= u(u + 1) *-* (u + n - l), 71 > 0. 
Gauss’s hypergeometric function $‘(a, b; c; x) and the confluent hypergeometric 
function ,F,(a; c; x) are defined for c # 0, -1, -2,..., by 
F(a, k c; x> = 5 ((a), (&Jn!(c>,> Xn, 
R=O 
and 
m 
P,(a; c; x> = c @),/n!(c),> x”, 
n=o 
respectively. For convenience we shall use the polynomials Jn(x; 01, /I), where 
J~(Jc;~,P)=F(--n,n+ol+~+l;B+l;x>, a > -1, $ > -1, (1.1) 
and refer to them as the Jacobi polynomials J%(x; 01, /3) instead of the familiar 
Jacobi polynomials P$*s’(x) defined by 
P:*qx) = ((-1)” (1 + ,B),/n!)F(-n, n + 01 +/T + 1; fi + 1; (1 + x)/2). (1.2) 
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All the results obtained below can easily be written in terms of Pp.p’(~) via a 
change of variable. The Laguerre polynomials Lc’(x) are defined by 
Ljf(x) = ((lx + 1),/n!) i&(--n; 01 + 1; X), a>-‘. (’ -3) 
The eigenvalue problem 
where the kernel K(x, t) is integrable and square integrable on [a, b) x [a, b), 
for 6 finite or infinite, is a basic important problem of applied mathematics. 
When the kernel K(x, t) is symmetric, that is, K(x, t) = K(t, x), the eigen- 
functions {~Dn(x)}~=O f orm a complete set of functions orthogonal with respect to 
the weight function w(x) 3 1, see, for example, Tricomi [15]. Similarly, if 
K(x, t) is a symmetric square integrable kernel and w(x) is a weight function 
then the eigenfunctions (~DIE(x)}~zO of the eigenvalue problem 
will be complete and orthogonal with respect to the weight function W(X). If the 
kernel K(x, t) in (1.4) is continuous, symmetric, square integrable and has 
positive eigenvalues, then by Mercer’s theorem [15, p. 1251 it will have the 
representation 
where 
Q, t) = (44 WW2 f Gv4) vJ)n(X) RI(t), (1.5) 
n=o 
8, = 
.c 
b w(x) {pn(x)}2 dx. U-6) 
a 
Let us reverse the problem. Assume we are given a complete system of 
functions {v~(x)}E~ that are orthogonal with respect to w(x). If one can construct 
a continuous square integrable kernel K(x, t) with positive eigenvalues such that 
(1.4) holds, then (1.5) will hold; that is, we will obtain a bilinear relation for the 
functions {T~(x)):=~ . In this setting we follow Rota and call (1.4) a connection 
relation. 
Quite recently Rahman [13] proved that the Jacobi polynomials Jn(x/E; 
Q + p - 1, y + 6 - 1) are the eigenfunctions of (1.4) with a = 0, b = E and 
Q, Y) = &(% y; % B, Y, 6) 
= {tx}-‘~+6-l)/2 {(E _ x) (E - t)}-h’+S-‘j/2 
I 
min(r,r) 
X p-1(x - t)B-1 (y - t)B-1 
0 
X 
i 
E 
((E - $6-1 (z - ix>,1 (z - y)‘-‘/(z - t)a+y-l) dz dt. 
maxh,d 
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This was a generalization of earlier results of Hoare [9], Hoare and Thiele [lo], 
and Cooper and Hoare [6] that involved the limiting kernels K,(x, y, Of, 
1, 1, co), &(x, y, O+, j3, y, co), and K(x, y; O+, /3, y, 6). These kernels arose 
from a study of “Urn models” for model stochastic processes whose transition 
probabilities depend on certain combinations of random variables. The param- 
eters 01, p, y, and S arose as positive integers representing stochastic degrees of 
freedom. For details see [7, 131. 
Recently in a study of “Discrete Convolution Orthogonal Polynomials” 
Al-Salam and Ismail [2] derived certain connection relations, and bilinear 
relations as well, for the Meixner and Charlier polynomials (see Erdelyi [8] 
for definitions). This was achieved by finding transforms that mapped the 
Meixner and Charlier polynomials to orthogonal polynomials, say {&(x)):~~ . 
The orthogonality of the #%‘s was then used to derive the required relations. 
We believe that this is a natural, and hopefully systematic, way of obtaining 
such relations. 
In Section 2, we define integral transforms that map the Jacobi and Laguerre 
polynomials to orthogonal polynomials and use the same technique used by 
Al-Salam and Ismail [2] to derive connection relations and bilinear formulas for 
Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials. In Section 3 we generalize the (L, a) or (L, 4) 
transforms of [l], then use the generalized transform to derive connection 
relations with positive kernels and bilinear formulas for the Hahn polynomials. 
We would like to emphasize that our goal is not to present the shortest or 
simplest proofs of the results below (some of which were previously known), 
but simply to call attention to the use of transforms to derive such results from 
scratch. 
2. THE JACOBI AND LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
The form (1 .l) of the Jacobi polynomials J%(,(x; (Y, p) suggests the use of the 
transform 
TJf; x] = (x+J‘/B(X + 1, CL)) l’ t”(x - +-If(t) dt, h>-1, tL>o, 
(2.1) 
or its equivalent 
S,,,[fi x] = ((1 - X)-“-~/B@ + 1, p)) j.; (t - x)g-l(l - t)^f(l - t) dt, 
A>---1, p-Lo, (2.2) 
where B(a, b) = (p(a) r(b))/r(a + b) is the familiar beta function. Clearly 
~A*PP; 4 = ((A + 1)7%/(X + CL + l>n> x” 
and 
SA,,P? 4 = ((A + l>n/P + P + l>n> (1 - q. 
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Therefore we have 
and 
&L[J&; a, 8); xl = Jn(l - x; 01 - PL, B f 4. (2.4) 
The relation (2.4) is due to Bateman [6, p. 1841. Now assume 01 > p - 1 > -1 
and j > -1. Substitute for J*(x; cx - (I, /3 -+ p) from (2.3) using the definition 
(2.1), in the orthogonality relation [8, p. 1691 
s 
’ (1 - x)” x”J&; A, V) J&Y; A, V) dx 
0 
r(h + 72 + 1) n!P(v + 1) 
(23) 
=(h+v+1+2n)r(v+n+1)r(h+v+n+I)*~~~~~~ 
with X = ct - p, v = p + TV, to get 
j-’ (1 - x)-u x-8-“ lo’ P(x - t)u--l J,&; a, fl) JOE z@(x - @u-l J&; a, /) du dt dx 
0 
P2(p) r2(p + 1) Qa: - p + 72 + 1) n! 
=(~+B+2n+1)~(L+B+n+1)r(a+B+n+1)6m.~, 
which leads to 
ss o1 “lJ&; a, is) t8j&; % l-3) 28 
I 
1 
X w-B-q1 - WY-~ (w - q-1 (w - t)@-l dw du dt (2.6) 
maa(u,t) 
P(/.&)P(~+l)r(a-~+++l)n! 
= (a + p + 1 + 2n) r(p + p + n + 1) r(a + /3 + n + 1) &Wk . 
The orthogonality relation (2.5) determines the polynomials JIE(x; OL, 8) uniquely. 
From the uniqueness and (2.6) we get the connection relation 
where 
K&G t> = (1 - y)-” f” /;,,(, t) w-s-e(l - W~-~ (w - .v)“-1 (w - t)-1 dw, 
and 
h(1) = w + n + 1) qa: - P + n + 1) r2b4 
la qP+f+~+l)r(a:+n+l) . 
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The symmetrized kernel Kr(x, t) ((1 - x)” xs/(l - t>” ta)lla is continuous and 
square integrable on the square (0, 1) x (0, 1) if p > 4. The eigenvalues Xl’ 
are all positive, hence the symmetrized kernel is positive. 
If we repeat the above steps with To,u replaced by S,+ and use the orthogonal- 
ity relation (2.5) with either the change of variable x -+ (1 - x) or the symmetry 
condition JJl - x; 01, 8) = ((1 + c~)J(l + /I),) (-1)” Jn(x; /I, CX), we will 
obtain 
with 
w)‘-1 (t - w)u-l woL-@(l - w)-u-0 dw, 
and 
h(2) = P + n + 1) w + p + 11 + 1) ye(P) n 
P + P + 72 + 1) r(B + n + 1) * 
Similarly, the resulting symmetrized kernel will be continuous and square 
integrable on (0, 1) x (0, l), for p > Q, and have positive eigenvalues. 
For the Laguerre polynomials we know of two fractional integral operators that 
can be used, Both of them map a Laguerre polynomial to another Laguerre 
polynomial, with a different parameter. The first one is 
&‘(x) = {B(n + 01 + 1 , v  - a))-’ j-’ (x - t)v-“-l t’?@(t) dt, v > a, (2.9) 
0 
and is due to Koshliakov [12]. The second is 
L:‘(x) edx = (1 /r( v  - a)) ~y~L~l(u) (u - x)“-~-~ em” du, v  > 01. (2.10) 
Szasz and Yeardley [14] gave a simple proof of (2.10) using generating functions. 
The Laguerre polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relation [g, p. 1881 
.r m x”ePLff(x)L~)(x) dx = (I’@ + n + 1)/n!) S,,, , x > -1. 0 
(2.11) 
From (2.9) and (2.11) we get 
(qv + n + 1)/n!) P(n + 01 + 1, v - a) 6, ta 
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Thus we have, for v > (Y 
Af’L~)(x) = J- K&x, t)L?‘(t) dt, 
0 
where 
K2(x, t) = t%F I w-Y(w - x)y-u-l (w - q-u-1 e-w &q max(2.t) 
and 
A!’ = qu - a) B(n + a + 1, u - 01). 
Similarly, from (2.10) we get 
A:‘L:‘(x) = \” K&(X, t)Q(t) dt, 
'0 
with 
qx, t) = x-ve-t ~min(z’t’ (X - w)y-“-1 (t - w)Y-a-l w”ew dw, 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
The connection relations (2.7) (2.8), (2.12), and (2.13) imply the following 
bilinear relations 
Kdx, t> m =go x’,“(cx + p + 2n) q/J + p + 72 + 1) qa: + B + n + 1) (1 - tyta n!F2(p) Y2(f3 + 1) q(Y - CL + n + 1) 
Kz(x, 4 co h~‘(cr+B+2n)r(~+B+n+1)r((y+B+n+l) 
(1 - t)” ts =:o n!P(p) T2(/3 + 1) qcy - P + 71 + 1) 
and 
Now that we know at least one bilinear formula for each of the above poly- 
nomial sets, let us see how we can generate more bilinear formulas. We go back 
to (1.4), multiply by (w(x))~/~ K(z, x) and integrate over x between a and b. 
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Assume that the kernel is “nice” enough to justify the exchange of the integration 
over x and t. Using (1.4) again we get 
A’~~‘(w(z))‘/~ qn(.z) = 1” K’2’(x, t) qua (~(t))“~ dt, 
‘a 
where 
I02’(z, t) = jb K(.z, x) K(x, t) dx. 
a 
Clearly if K(x, t) is a continuous, square integrable, symmetric kernel with 
positive eigenvalues, then Za)(,, t) will be likewise. Thus we have 
Jwx, t> = (44 w(W2 f (hl”Pn> d4 %dt). 
9&r-O 
Of course this process can be iterated giving rise to more bilinear formulas. 
3. THE HAHN POLYNOMIALS 
Al-Salam and Ismail [l] introduced the family of transforms 
-qf; 4; xl = 2 ((-X)“/~!>~‘“‘(X)f(~), 
TZ=O 
(3-l) 
defined on sequences (f(n)},“,, , where C(X) is an arbitrary power series such that 
+(“)(O) # 0 for n = 0, l,.... Different power series +(x) lead to different trans- 
forms. The condition 4(“)(O) # 0 is equivalent to requiring such a transform 
to be one-to-one. It turned out that certain members of this family of transforms 
mapped the Charlier and Meixner polynomials to the Laguerre polynomials. 
This allowed the derivation of connection relations for these polynomials. 
The Hahn polynomials &(x; a, p, N) are defined by (see Karlin and 
McGregor [Ill for details) 
Q&i 01, P, N) = i ((-n)le (-& (a + B + n + lW(---NJ, (a + l>d, 
k-0 
11 = 0, l,..., N. (3.2) 
They satisfy the orthogonality relation 
$Q.(T a,& WQ&; a> A NJ ~(4 = (l/~vJ L,, 9 (3.3) 
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and the dual orthogonality relation 
where 
and 
The Hahn polynomials form a finite set of orthogonal polynomials. This 
suggests that we ought to modify the transform (3.1) and require it to be defined 
and one-to-one only on finite sequences {$(n)],“=, for fixed N. This can be 
achieved by taking 
d(4 = 64(X) = to %@ with akfO, k=O, l,..., N. 
Let 
It is easy to see that the formula 
LN [(J; &; x] = (-l)j ol$.rj j = 0, I,..., N, (3.8) 
holds. We now choose 01~ to be (r) (-l)i, that is, +N(~) = (1 - x)“. From (3.2) 
and (3.8) we get 
~,[Q&; a:, ,R N); (1 - xY; 4 = Jnk B, 4 P% 
Substituting for _T,(x; p, 01) f rom (3.9) in the orthogonality relation (24, we 
obtain 
P(or+l)r(p+.+l).! 
== (a + p + 2n + 1) F(cL + n + 1) rol + p -I- n + 1) SW * 
Comparing the above equality with (3.4) we arrive at the connection relation 
pJJ&; a, p, N) = i E(.% s> c),(s; a, p, N), (3.10) 
s=o 
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where 
4(X 
t 
s) = (-NJ8 (B + N - x + l)N-s (4” (N - XY 
(-N)a! (m + 1x s!(a + B -I- 2)2N-z-s 
(3.1 I) 
and 
(N - l)! N 
PL”=II(~+/3+n+N+1) n ’ i i 
(3.12) 
Multiply (3.10) by n.,Q,(y, 01, /3, N), add for n = 0, l,..., N, and use the dual 
orthogonality relation (3.4) to get the bilinear formula 
N 
C CL,~,Q& 01, P> NJ Q~(Y; a,& N) = i% Y)/P(Y). (3.13) 
If we now multiply (3.10) by 7rn,uL,Qll(y; 01, /3, N), add for n = 0, l,..., N, and 
use (3.13) we will get the second bilinear formula 
f ~~n~Qn(x; 01, P, N)Qn(y; a,& N) = 2 5% 4Ks, Y>/P(Y>. (3.14) 
?l=O 5=0 
Similarly one can use (3.14) and (3.10) to generate more complicated bilinear 
formulas for the Hahn polynomials following the method outlined at the end 
of the preceding section. 
One can easily develop operational calculi based on (3.7) as Al-Salam and 
Ismail [l] did using (3.1). We have checked the details and it is indeed a routine 
job to do so. Of course (3.1) is the limiting case N--f co of (3.7). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Sections 2 and 3 we saw how to use transformations that map certain 
orthogonal polynomials to orthogonal polynomials, to derive connection and 
bilinear formulas. Right now there is very little known about these transforma- 
tions or operators. Al-Salam and Verma [3] call them “Orthogonality preserving 
operators”. The shift operator l?” and the operator A”, where 
ef(x) =.f@ + 4, ef(4 = f(ax), 
are obviously orthogonality preserving. These operators have the operational 
representation 
m 
E” = c (an/n!) Dn, Aa = f ((a - l)“/n!) x”Dn, 
?I=0 75=0 
where D is the differentiation operator d/dx. This led Al-Salam and Verma [3, 41 
to study orthogonality preserving operators of the types cf, a,Dn and 
Z-0 u,xnDn with a, # 0 in both cases. They characterized these operators. 
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Certainly the operators T,,, , S,,, , the fractional integrals and derivatives, 
and the (L, a) transforms of (3.1) and their generalization of (3.7) are also 
orthogonalitypreserving.Wefeel that theproblemof finding orthogonalitypreserv- 
ing operators needs to be reformulated to accomodate all the aforementioned 
operators. 
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